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1. YOJANA GIST
Jal Jeevan Mission- Har Ghar Jal
“Gracious be divine waters for our protection, be there for our drink, and stream on us bliss and
happiness.” - Rig Veda 10-9
Assured availability of potable water is vital for human development. Sustainable development goal-6, of
ensuring access to water and sanitation for all, involves reaching to people who lack basic services and
improving accessibility. For water management to be sustainable, it has to be planned with a people-centric
strategy that encourages and ensures their participation. The Covid-19 pandemic, when people realized that
‘washing hands’ was the least and the best defense available to them for almost a year, re-emphasized the value
of clean and accessible water in our lives.
The Jal Jeevan Mission (JJM) is based on a community approach creating a jan andolan for water, thereby
making it everyone’s priority. The key challenge is to ensure the sustainability of the water supply systems.
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan 2.0 is making necessary interventions in biodegradable solid waste management,
greywater management, and faecal sludge management. Atal Bhujal Yojana is one such initiative that
demonstrates community-led sustainable groundwater management, taken to scale. The major objective of the
scheme is to improve the management of ground water resources through a convergence of various ongoing
schemes.
Pradhan Mantri Krishi Sinchayee Yojana, on Micro-irrigation, has an objective to enhance water use efficiency in
the agriculture sector by promoting appropriate technological interventions like drip and sprinkler irrigation and
encouraging the farmers to use water saving and conservation technologies. Armed with a four pronged vision
of accelerated irrigation benefits programme, Har Khet Ko Pani, Per Drop More Crop and watershed
development, this scheme aims to bridge the high gap between the potential of micro irrigation potential of the
country. These initiatives put water in the lands of communities and are focused on decentralized recharge and
reuse, thus making water everybody’s business.

1.1 Water Security
India consists of 16 percent of the world’s population but with only 4 percent of the world’s water resources.
The total annual water available from precipitation in India is about 4,000 cubic km. surface water and
replenishable groundwater contribute to 1,869 cubic km, out of which, only 1,122 cubic km is utilizable water
resource.
The 2018 Composite Water Management Index (CWMI) 2.0, a Pan-India set of metrics that measures different
dimensions of water management and use across the lifecycle of water report released by the NITI Aayog in
association with the ministry of Jal Shakti and the Ministry of rural development, indicated that 21 major cities
including Delhi, Bengaluru, Chennai, Hyderabad, and others are racing to reach zero ground water levels by
2020. The report also indicated that, by 2030, the country’s water demand is projected to be twice the available
supply, implying severe water scarcity for hundreds of millions of people.
Water security is of paramount importance to ensure reliable access and sustainable availability of clean water
in adequate quantities to the entire population. India has made considerable progress especially in SDG-6: clean
water and sanitation by constructing over 11 crore toilets to become open defecation free (ODF) in 5 years
through Swachh Bharat Abhiyan launched in 2014.
Namami Gange flagship programme was launched in June 2014 with a budget outlay of Rs. 20,000 crores to
accomplish the twin objectives of effective abatement of pollution, conservation and rejuvenation of the
national river Ganga. The national Ganga council is chaired by Hon’ble PM and is working towards this goal by 1)
adopting a river basin approach to promote inter-sectoral coordination for comprehensive planning and
management, and 2) maintaining minimum ecological flows in the river Ganga to ensure water quality.
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A draft National Water Framework Bill, 2016 containing provisions for an overarching national legal framework
with principles for protection, conservation, regulation and management of water as a vital and stressed natural
resource was suggested under the championship of Dr. Mihir Shah through a committee constituted by the
ministry of water resources, river development, and Ganga rejuvenation in 2016. The government is planning to
update the 2012 version of National Water Policy (NWP) and set up a National Bureau of Water Use Efficiency.
The Ministry of Jal Shakti was created in 2019 by merging the Ministry of Water Resources, River development
and Ganga Rejuvenation, and Ministry of Drinking water and Sanitation. Jal Shakti Abhiyan – a campaign for
water conservation and water security was launched in 2019 to make water conservation a Jan Andolan
(people’s movement) through asset creation and extensive communication. The focus is on 1592 water-stressed
blocks in 256 districts of India, to ensure 5 important intervention areas -- water conservation and rainwater
harvesting, renovation of traditional and other water bodies/tanks, rescue of water, and recharging of
structures, watershed development, and intensive afforestation.
The government launched Jal Jeevan mission (JJM) on India’s 73rd independence day on August 15, 2019 to
provide functional household tap connection (FHTC) at the rate of 55 litre per capita per day (lpcd) to every rural
household (Har Ghar Nal Se Jal – HGNSJ) by 2024. As on 27 Feb 2021- 7,00,03,921 (36.48%) rural households
were provided tap connections.
Atal Bhujal Yojana (Atal Jal), a ground water management scheme was launched on the 95 th birth anniversary of
former prime minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee, on December 25, 2019. The purpose of the scheme is to improve
ground water management in seven states of India- Gujarat, Haryana, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh,
Maharashtra, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh with a total outlay of Rs. 6,000 crore to be implemented over 5 years
from 2020-21 to 2024-25. This scheme will benefit nearly 8350 Gram panchayats in 78 districts of these seven
states.
In the budget of 2021-22, Universal Coverage of Water Supply and Swachh Bharat Mission had a special focus.
The launch of the Jal Jeevan Mission (Urban) was announced for universal water supply in all 4,378 Urban local
bodies with 2.86 crore household tap connection, as well as liquid waste management in 500 AMRUT cities to
be implemented over 5 years. On the occasion of the 72nd republic day of India we have launched a nationwide
movement named Nisarga Raksha on environmental conservation and water rejuvenation. This movement will
be driven by people and it will be a people’s movement.
We aim to train 1 million Nisarga Rakshaks one volunteer for every village in the country. These volunteers will
be trained by 50,000 Nisarga Shikshaks across the country and they will carry out various activities towards
environmental conservation and water rejuvenation at the local level. It is high time for us to realize water’s
true, multidimensional value if we are to survive the future and build a sustainable world.

1.2 Jal Jeevan Mission
To improve the quality of life and enhance the ease of living of people of the country, the Jal Jeevan Mission was
announced by the Prime Minister on August 15, 2019 to provide functional household tap connection to every
rural home by 2024. The outlay of JJM is Rs.3.60 lakh crore, out of which union government’s share is Rs.2.08
lakh crore and state’s share is Rs.1.52 lakh crore. At the time of the announcement, out of about 18.93 crore
families had tap water connections in their homes. JJM aims to reach all rural households by 2024, which is six
years as well as ahead of the sustainable development goal-6 target and could become a model for other
developing countries to adopt such practices and achieve their SDG-6 goal.
The mission is to give a boost to the manufacturing industry, creating job opportunities, and helping the rural
economy. Assured tap water supply in rural homes reduces the drudgery of women and provides them with
quality time to educate themselves, teach their children, learn a new skill, and explore better livelihood options.
Massive training and skilling programmes are being taken up to build the capacity of public health engineers and
the local community including masons, plumbers, fitters, pump operators, etc. to ensure regular service delivery
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to every home. JJM has identified key priority areas such as water quality affected habitations, villages in deserts
and drought-prone areas, SC/ST majority, and Sansad Adarsh Gram Yojana Villages. Under the mission, 112
aspirational districts with low human development indices and 61 JE-AES affected districts have been given top
priority for providing piped water supply to every home.
Under JJM, all villages with water quality issues have been prioritized for potable tap water supply. Drinking
water quality testing laboratories in various states/ UTs have been opened to the general public so that they can
get their water samples tested at nominal charges and ascertain the quality of drinking water. It will help
improve public health and reduce water-borne diseases benefitting the entire rural population, especially
vulnerable groups like pregnant women and children. Also, at least 5 persons in every village, preferably
women, are trained to use field testing kits (FTKs) for testing water quality at the village level.
On October 2nd 2020, a 100-day campaign was launched to ensure potable tap water supply in adequate
quantity for drinking and cooking mid-day meals, handwashing, and use in toilets in all schools, Anganwadi
centres, and Ashramshalas. So far, states like Andhra Pradesh, Goa, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Tamil Nadu,
and Telangana have provided tap water supply to 100% of schools and Anganwadi centres. JJM adopts an end to
end approach, where the focus is on source sustainability, water supply, grey water treatment and its reuse, and
operation and maintenance.
Every village prepares a Village Action Plan (VAP) co-terminus with the 15th Finance Commission period. The
motto of the JJM is ‘Building Partnerships, Changing Lives’. Jal Shakti Abhiyan (JSA) to make water everyone’s
business, was launched in 2019 in water stressed areas by dovetailing efforts and resources to achieve water
security. Trusts, foundations, NGOs etc. are empanelled as Sectors Partners as JJM aims to harness the huge
potential of people by reaching out to organizations working in the drinking water sector. The Gram Sabha
forms a VWSC/ Pani samiti with 50% women and 25% from weaker sections of society, proportionate to their
population.
JJM leverages the use of technology to ensure transparency, accountability, proper utilization of funds, and
service delivery. A robust JJM-IMIS captures physical and financial progress under JJM with a dedicated
‘Dashboard’ in public domain. A ‘Mobile App’ is for the use of all stakeholders to bring in ease of working. A
sensor based IoT solution is piloted for measurement and monitoring water supply with respect to quantity,
quality, and regularity in villages on a real-time basis. Every water supply asset created is geo-tagged. Household
tap connections provided are linked with the Aadhar number of the head of the household and all financial
transactions are undertaken through the Public Finance Management System (PFMS).
Technological interventions
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Since the announcement of JJM so far, 3.77 crore households have been provided with tap water connections,
thus increasing the tap water supply from 3.23 crore (17%) to 7 crore (37%) rural households in the country.
Presently, Goa and Telangana states have become ‘Har Ghar Jal states’ and every household in 52 districts and
82 thousand villages of the country have tap water supply.
Jal Prabuddha Gaon (water enlightened villages) will lead the path to make the Atma Nirbhar Bharat (Self-reliant
India).

1.3

Groundwater Management: A Paradigm Shift

Groundwater is sometimes called an invisible resource. It sustains critical ecosystems, such as lakes, wetlands,
and woods. India is the largest user of groundwater in the world, using more than a quarter of the available
global resources. Groundwater has played an important role in ensuring the food security of the country. It was
a major driver in ensuring the success of the Green Revolution through millions of energized tube wells. This
finite resource currently caters to more than 60 percent of irrigated agriculture, 85% of rural drinking water
supply, and more than 50% of urban water supply.
Currently Ground water resources in nearly one-third of the country are under different levels of stress.
Schemes implemented in the water sector in the past did help to improve ground water conditions to some
extent through improvement in availability but did not focus on reducing demand through more efficient use. As
groundwater resources in the country continued to be under increasing stress, the need for a shift in approach
in the management of groundwater was felt.
Success stories of initiatives taken up at HivreBazaar, Ralegaon Siddhi, and elsewhere in the country provided
inspiring examples of community based groundwater management. In the HivreBazaar village in Maharashtra,
combined efforts of the Gram Sabha, local government, and non-government organizations turned a droughtridden village into a thriving community. The water table in the village rose from 70-80 feet to 20-25 feet,
change in cropping pattern was brought about (from jowar, bajra to onion, potato, horticultural crops, etc.) and
the standard of living improved considerably due to economic stability.
6
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Government interventions through a combination of strengthening of institutions at the state and district levels,
community mobilization, a convergence of ongoing schemes with a focus on more efficient use of water, and
efforts to change the behavior of the community towards judicious use of available water was perceived to be
the need of the hour. The Atal Bhujal Yojana is an important step in this direction whose goal is to demonstrate
community-led sustainable groundwater management, taken to scale. The major objective of the scheme is to
improve the management of the groundwater resources through a convergence of various ongoing schemes.
It is a central sector scheme with an outlay of Rs.6000 crore. For now, the scheme is being implemented in
seven states in water-stressed areas of Gujrat, Haryana, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Rajasthan,
and Uttar Pradesh.it is expected to benefit about 9,000 gram panchayats in 222 blocks/talukas spread over 80
districts. The scheme, partly funded by the world bank, was launched on good governance day i.e. December 25,
2019.
A key feature of this outcome focused scheme is the disbursement of incentive funds to states based on
performance against selected indicators. These disbursement linked indicators (DLIs), while focusing on the
objective of the scheme, provide incentives for achieving key milestones towards the ultimate goal of the
scheme i.e. improving groundwater management with community participation.
• DLI#1 - public disclosure of groundwater data/information and reports.
• DLI#2 - preparation of community-led water security plans.
• DLI#3 - public financing of approved water security plans through a convergence of ongoing/new
schemes.
• DLI#4 - adoption of practices for efficient water use.
• DLI#5 - improvement in the rate of decline of groundwater levels.
This scheme is a harbinger of change in groundwater management. It encourages the creation of water aware
communities that have the knowledge and the ability to plan their water use based on available water.
Strengthened water-aware communities, reliable water data that informs decision making, and a participatory
regulatory framework are the three pillars that will support sustainable groundwater use in the country.
7
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1.4 Jal Shakti Abhiyan
The Department of Drinking Water and Sanitation, Ministry of Jal Shakti on July 1, 2019 launched Jal Shakti
Abhiyan (JSA), in coordination with states/UTs, as a time bound campaign in 256 districts covering 1,592 blocks,
that were classified as water-stressed. These blocks, as per the central groundwater board were either critical or
overexploited blocks. Out of these districts, 23 are aspirational districts identified by NITI Aayog. In parallel, the
Ministry of Housing and Urban Development identified 756 local bodies in urban areas for carrying out the
activities under the Abhiyan.
The campaign was carried out in two phases. Phase 1 was carried out between July 1 and September 30,2019,
for all states, coinciding with the south-west monsoon period. For states and union territories receiving the
retreating monsoon, the campaign continued as phase 2 between October 1 and November 30, 2019. Multiple
teams of officers from the central government, led by additional secretaries/joint secretaries, were mobilized
and were mapped to each of the JSA districts/blocks. The state governments appointed a state nodal officer and
at the district level, the District Collector/ Deputy Commissioner/ District Magistrate spearheaded the Abhiyan.
Under this campaign, targeted activities were undertaken under 5 key areas of interventions namely:
• Water conservation and rainwater harvesting;
• Renovation of traditional and other water bodies/ tanks;
• Reuse and recharge structure;
• Watershed development; and
• Intensive afforestation.
Apart from these interventions, special interventions like preparation of district and block-level water
conservation plans, Krishi Vigyan Kendra Melas, urban waste water reuse, preparation of 3D village contour
maps were also envisaged. The funds allocated under various regular schemes (both centrally sponsored
schemes of government of India and state government schemes having similar interventions as objectives) were
dovetailed at the district level. There was no separate fund allocation for the campaign. A national level JSA
monitoring dashboard was developed to capture the progress of the states/districts against JSA interventions. A
mobile app was created for assisting the visiting teams to share the progress of the campaign during their visit
to states.
Based on these activities, the outcomes were assessed under the 4 activities:
• Increase the ground water level
• Increase the surface water storage capacity
• Increase in the soil moisture in farmlands
• Increase in the area covered with plantation and number of sapling planted
An increase of more than 20% in groundwater levels was observed in 12 states/UTs. About 72 million cubic
meters of surface water storage capacity was created. Nine states showed an increase in soil moisture of more
than 20%. 1.2 billion saplings were planted in an area of 1.08 million hectares.
It is essential consolidate the gains of the campaign by undertaking the following activities:
•
•

•

8

The digital inventory of all the answer bodies/resources should be completed and shared with all stake –
holding departments and their headquarters.
The list of the water bodies that were renovated, rejuvenated or the ones in which encroachments were
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•
•
•
•

Survival of plantations has to be monitored periodically so that the original number is maintained.
Capacity building of farmers on water conservation should go on simultaneously. The main focus should
involve the usage of micro-irrigation for water-guzzling plants.
The government building should mandatorily include rainwater harvesting structures.
Create a dedicated JSA cell at the district level post Abhiyan period to complete the follow up activities
under Jal Shakti Abhiyan.

Previous year related questions1. What are the salient features of the Jal Shakti Abhiyaan (JSA) launched by the Government of India for water
conservation and water security? (CSM 2020)

Federal Structure
“In a domestic government, unity and cooperation are essential requisites.”
-Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel
Federalism is an institutional mechanism to accommodate two sets of polities- one at the regional level and
other at the national level. Each government is autonomous in its sphere. The Indian constitution provides for a
federation with a strong centre. It does not use the word ‘federation’ and has described India as a “union of
states “, which implies the ‘cooperative’ nature with certain unitary features. Federalism has to continuously
maintain a difficult balance between the centre and the states with decentralisation of resources, strengthening
them all by bringing the weaker leg forward, creating healthy competition among the states.
The most common analogy given for such structures is ‘the brain ‘and ‘the body parts ‘. The way they work in
tandem with perfect synchronisation is the spirit, mind, and soul of federalism as well. A responsive polity
sensitive to diversities and the demands for autonomy can alone be the basis of a cooperative federation. The
recent pandemic has taught us many lessons in this regard. All the boundaries and resources have culminated in
a collective fight with the virus. The states as well as the centre have to get through this crisis together, and
stronger in seamless harmony, complementing and compensating each other with a constructive consensus.

1.5 NITI Aayog: Redefining Federalism
Formal institutions of the states reflect the approach of the state towards understanding and solving the socioeconomic development challenges of the time. One such institution which exemplified India’s approach to
development in the post-independence era was the Planning commission. In 2015, this mantle was passed onto
the NITI Aayog. While the Planning commission acted as a fund disburser, NITI Aayog works as a thought partner
with all stakeholders, especially the states, which are the principal agents for fostering economic development
in the country.
The planning commission adopted a ‘one-size-fits-all ‘approach towards the Indian states. NITI Aayog, on the
other hand, is guided by a ‘states-first ‘approach. Its funding principles include cooperative federalism (a
collaboration between the central and state governments) and competitive federalism (spurring healthy
competition among states). Instead of a straitjacket approach, NITI Aayog has adopted a decentralised and
bottom-up strategy, to ensure that central and state governments work together as equal partners in team
India.
NITI Aayog has also provided a platform for direct issue based interaction between state government and
central ministries thereby helping quick resolution of outstanding issues. The NITI forum for North east has been
constituted and tangible sectoral proposals are being implemented by the states in partnership with the North
East council. The Himalayan States Regional Council and a coalition of all thirteen central universities in these
states have been formed.

9
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NITI promotes competitive federalism principally through pushing its sectoral indices which are put out in the
public domain. The indices on water, education, health, innovation, export preparedness, and sustainable
development goals have attracted significant positive attention. The performance in the health outcomes Index,
for instance, captures the overall performance of states in health along with annual improvements in health
outcomes, governance and processes. Similarly, the Composite Water Management Index details how states
have progressed on water related issues over time, including recognising the high-performers as well as
identifying areas for deeper engagement and investments by all states. The School Education Quality Index aims
to institutionalise a focus on improving education outcomes in India.
Ambitious ‘Aspirational Districts Program’ aims to raise the human development indicators in these districts to
the national averages by focusing on governance improvement and achieving effective convergence among
government agencies and organisations on the ground. NITI has also been closely involved with the design and
monitoring of Ayushman Baharat, perhaps the largest universal health initiative in the world. NITI has played a
similar key role in the POSHAN Abhiyaan which the government launched to provide an appropriate governance
structure reflecting the many overlapping factors like access to sanitation and health services that affect
nutritional status of an individual or household.
NITI has also implemented the SATH-‘Sustainable Action for Transforming Human Capital program in 3 states,
the best practices from which are being replicated in other states as well. NITI shared a road map for Pradhan
Mantri Krishi Sinchayee Yojana with all states and union territories. Several policy suggestions are contained in
NITI’s document ‘Strategy for New India @ 75’.
One of NITI’s key tasks and important mandates is to develop an output-outcome monitoring framework and
rigorously evaluate central government schemes and initiatives. The Development Monitoring and Evaluation
Office (DMEO) undertakes this. DMEO also supports the Department of Expenditure for preparing the outcome
budget for over 65 ministries/departments.
NITI has been closely monitoring the progress of SDG’s across all states and engaging with them to set up realtime technology based monitoring capacities which will help mainstream SDG’s in the development process in
every state. The Atal Innovation Mission (AIM) is a flagship initiative of NITI for promoting innovation and
entrepreneurship across the length and breadth of the country. It promotes an initiative mind-set in school
students through Atal Tinkering labs (ATLs) which feeds into start-ups fostered by the Atal incubation centres
(AICs). Over 7100 ATLs have been sanctioned thus far, covering 90% of districts in India, including 110
aspirational districts.
To meet the rising aspirations of our young population, India needs to achieve and sustain a high rate of GDP
growth for the next three decades. In pursuit of this goal, continued structural reforms are crucial for laying new
foundations to ensure sustained and inclusive growth. NITI Aayog has a key role to play in helping India
undertake these reforms and implement policy initiatives in a scalable and impactful manner through
partnership with states. Ultimately, the onus of putting India on a high-growth trajectory and ensuring that the
benefits of growth are equitably distributed rests with both the centre and states.

1.6 ONE NATION-ONE ELECTION
Speaking in the constituent assembly on the proposed articles on elections and Election Commission in the
Constitution of India in the making then, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar mentioned that the drafting committee had two
alternatives before it on the constitution of Election Commission- whether it should be a permanent body or if it
could be a temporary body to be set up before elections and wound upon completion of the process.
The committee anticipated the possibility of mid-term dissolution of legislative assemblies. It recognised that it
was necessary to be in a state of readiness to conduct fresh elections promptly in such situations for which a
permanent commission was necessary. India had concurrent elections for the first two decades. We had the first
general election of free India conducted for about 6 months, starting from October 1951 held simultaneously to
the Lok Sabha and the Legislative Assemblies of the states as constituted then. The next three cycles of elections
10
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also witnessed concurrent Lok Sabha and state elections, barring few stray cases like Kerala.
The last occasion when we had near-simultaneous elections in the country was in 1967, all legislative assemblies
except those of Nagaland and Pondicherry going to polls with the Lok Sabha. The fourth Lok Sabha constituted
in 1967 was dissolved prematurely in 1971 ahead of its normal term resulting in mid-term Lok Sabha election.
This was the beginning of the end of simultaneous elections.
Elections to Lok Sabha and legislative assemblies are held together if the terms of the houses are ending around
the same time. Sections 14 and 15 of the Representation of the People Act, 1951, empower the Election
Commission to notify elections any time during the last 6 months of the term of the house and not earlier than
that. If the terms of the houses are expiring within a window of three months to four months, it would be legally
possible to hold elections simultaneously to constitute the new houses.
Why Simultaneous Election?
1. Simultaneous elections reduce labour, time and expenditure in the conduct of elections; and
2. Instances of pause in governance are addressed if elections are conducted in one go instead of staggered
elections.
3. Polling stations for Lok Sabha and legislative assembly elections are the same. Electoral roll of all assembly
constituencies within a parliamentary constituency becomes the roll for that parliamentary constituency.
There is no duplication of work in preparing the electoral rolls for the two elections and hence no extra
labour or expenditure is involved on this count.
4. A polling team headed by a presiding officer is appointed for each polling station for taking the poll. The
same polling team with perhaps a couple of additional officials can handle the poll in a combined election to
Lok Sabha and Legislative assembly. This would mean saving on transport, accommodation, storage
arrangements, training, remuneration and human resources.
5. Two separate elections would require movement and deployment of police forces on two occasions while
one such exercise of almost the same scale can do the job in concurrent elections.
6. Simultaneous elections could bring down the campaign expense of political parties by a long way.
Additional Expenditure for Simultaneous Elections Issues
1.

2.

For conducting the elections simultaneously, each polling station needs two EVMs one for the Lok Sabha
election and the other for Assembly election. This would mean that for simultaneous nationwide elections,
the requirement of EVMs in terms of number would be doubled compared to separate elections.
The identical recurring expense in the storage and security of these machines will also be a considerable
amount, and hence the overall expenditure in holding elections may not see any substantial dip on account
of simultaneous elections.

1.7 Challenges in Federalism and the Way Forward
The Indian constitution laid down a political system which is federal in nature. There are two tiers of
governments: at the National level and the State level. However, the Indian constitution has structurally made
the Union government more powerful than the states - therefore the paradox of “centralised federalism”.
However, it is incorrect to conclude that India’s constitutional structure is entirely tilted towards empowering
the Union government over the states. Australian Constitutional Expert K.C.Wheare once described the
Constitution of India as “quasi-federal”.
India’s response to the Covid-19 pandemic has shifted the balance of its federal structure. The pandemic has
enabled the central government to implement far-reaching reforms traditionally considered the domain of
states. The most important movement for federalism in this phase is the revelation of the vital role of state
governments on the ground level in managing the covid-19 crisis in India. After initial challenges, the Union
government ceded adequate space and autonomy to the states to strengthen their healthcare facilities, manage
the localised lockdowns, and implement social security measures to mitigate the impact of the pandemic.
11
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As health remains a state subject, the states-regardless of their political equation with the Union government in
most cases-worked as the main agents of healthcare providers within their jurisdiction, with the Centre playing
the coordinating role. The Ministry of Home Affairs issued extensive guidelines to states for controlling the
pandemic. State governments followed the Centre’s orders even though they have independent powers under
the Epidemic Diseases Act,1897. The states ceded considerable decision- making power and political capital to
the central government.
Since the national lockdown required shutting down almost all economic activity, the State Government had a
drastic reduction in revenue and this has further increased their financial dependence on the centre. In May
2020, the Central government enhanced the borrowing limit of state governments from 3 percent to 5 percent
of their GSDP. But only the first 0.5 percent of this increase is unconditional - a further 1 percent will be
permitted only if the borrowing is linked to specific reforms such as debt sustainability, job creation, power
sector reforms and urban development. A final 0.5 percent will be permitted only if states achieve key
milestones in these areas.
Agriculture, being a state matter in India, ordinances passed by the central government side-step the powers of
states in this regard. While some states such as Punjab have voiced opposition to specific reform areas
(agriculture), most states have not opposed these measures in any significant way.
It suggests that federal relations in India are a function of political forces more than structural constraints. The
pandemic may have merged a new phase of federal relations, where states increasingly accept the reform
priorities of the centre.
While drafting or enacting any legislation for the entire country, the consultative process with the state
governments takes the central stage. Most times, seeking uniform consensus with all states in a proposed
timeframe may become a challenge. e.g. while 34 states have notified rules under RERA, West Bengal has
enacted its own legislation HIRA, which stands challenged before the Supreme court. The adoption of the
market economy heralded a new era in which states came to occupy a strategic position in India’s market led
economy. Now the centre is not being seen as an obstacle but as a facilitator.
Economic globalization has made it possible for the states to interact with respective investors in foreign
countries in a de facto sense, if not in a de jure sense. Investment promotion activities abroad indicate this fact.
Such initiatives have helped some states in their economic development and reduced their financial
dependence on the centre. Eg. The decision of the Gujarat government in 2014 to set up international desks
independently in USA, China, Japan for facilitating “INVEST IN VIBRANT GUJARAT” by overseas investors is
perhaps the first attempt by any state to start overseas facilities to attract FDI directly.
However, keeping in mind the sovereignty or security of the country, the centre has a more responsible and
complex role to perform. Article 256 of the constitution obligates the state government to exercise its executive
power to ensure compliance with the laws made by parliament and any existing laws which apply in that state.
The president can impose President’s rule in the states which refuse to enforce the law against the centre’s
directions under article 356.
A diverse and large country like India requires proper balance between the 6 pillars of federalism: autonomy of
states, national integration, centralisation, decentralisation, nationalisation, and regionalisation. The right
balance would prevent the union government from repressing state autonomy beyond a point while guarding
the states against divergence that can threaten national unity.

1.8

Progress in Human Development since Independence

The first human development report of UNDP was published in 1990. Human Development Index (HDI) reflects
the average achievements along three dimensions of human developments: longevity, educational attainment
and command over resources needed for a decent living. A gender-related development index (GDI) and a
gender-empowerment measure (GEM) emerged in 1995. In 1997, a composite measure for multi-dimensional
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poverty, the Human Poverty Index (HPI) was introduced. There has been a change in the methodology of
computation of HDI from 2010.
The 2014 HDR introduced changes to minimum and maximum levels for the dimension indicators which are
currently set as follows:
•
•
•

Life expectancy: The minimum value is set to 20 years and the maximum value is fixed at 85 years.
The minimum value for both education variables is set at 0. The maximum values for mean years and
expected years of schooling are fixed at 15 and 18 years, respectively.
GNI per capita (2011 PPP): The minimum value is $100 and the maximum value is capped at $ 75,000.

Out of 189 countries, India ranks 131 on the HDI, 2020. With an HDI value of 0.645, the country fell into the
medium human development category. The UNDP report stated that since 1990, the HDI value of India has
increased from 0.429 to 0.645, registering an increase of over 50%. In the South Asian region, India’s HDI is more
than the region’s average which stands at 0.641 among the medium HDI category countries. The success of
India’s national development schemes like Beti Bachao Beti Padhao, Swachh Bharat, Make in India, and
initiatives aimed at universalizing school education and health care, will be crucial in ensuring that the upward
trend on human development accelerates and achieve the key principle of sustainable development goals- to
leave no one behind.
The United Nations MDGs are the 8 goals set by the 189 UN member states in September 2000 and agreed to be
achieved by 2015. There are 8 goals, 18 targets, and 48 performance indicators.
The following are the 8 MDGs:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

To eliminate extreme poverty and hunger;
To achieve global primary education;
To empower women and promote gender equality;
To reduce child mortality;
To promote maternal health;
To fight Malaria, HIV/AIDS, and other diseases;
To promote environmental sustainability; and
To develop a universal partnership for development.

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), otherwise known as Global Goals, are a universal call to action to
end poverty, protect the planet and ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity. These 17 goals are an
inclusive agenda.
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Important programme Initiatives/Schemes launched in India having a bearing on MDGsGOAL 1: ERADICATE EXTREME POVERTY AND HUNGER
• National Rural Employment scheme (MGNREGA)
• Deendayal Antodaya Yojana – National Rural Livelihood Mission (DAY-NRLM)
• Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana
• The Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission
• Deendayal Antodaya Yojana – National Urban Livelihood Mission (DAY-NULM)
• National Food Security Mission
• Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS)
• National Health Mission
GOAL 2: ACHIEVE UNIVERSAL PRIMARY EDUCATION
• Sarva Shiksha Abhiyaan
• Mid-Day Meal Scheme
• Early Childhood Care and education under ICDS
GOAL 3: PROMOTE GENDER EQUALITY AND EMPOWER WOMEN
• Sarva Shiksha Abhiyaan
• Beti Bachao Beti Padhao
• Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya Scheme
• Incentives to girls for Secondary Education
• Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyaan
• Rashtriya Uchchatar Shiksha Abhiyaan
• Mahila Samakhya Programme
• Saakshar Bharat
• Kishori Shakti Yojana and Rajiv Gandhi Scheme for Empowerment of Adolescent Girls – SABLA
GOAL 4: REDUCE CHILD MORTALITY
• National Health Mission
• Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS)
• Rashtriya Bal Swasthya Karyakram
GOAL 5: IMPROVE MATERNAL HEALTH
• Indira Gandhi Matritva Sahayog Yojana
• Pradha Mantri Surakshit Matritva Yojana
GOAL 6: COMBAT HIV/AIDS, MALARIA AND OTHER DISEASES
• National AIDS Control Programme
GOAS 7: ENSURE ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
• National Mission for a Green India
• Swachh Bharat Abhiyaan
• Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation (AMRUT)
• Pradhan Matri Awas Yojana
GOAL 8: DEVELOP A GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP FOR DEVELOPMENT
• National E-Governance Plan
• State Wide Area Networks
• Digital India Programme
14
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1.9 One Nation One Ration Card: ‘Mera Ration’ Mobile App
The One Nation One Ration Card (ONORC) allows all National Food Security Act (NFSA) beneficiaries, particularly
migrants, to claim either full or part food grains from any fair price shop (FPS) in the country through the
existing ration card in a seamless manner. Mera Ration mobile app will benefit especially those ration card
holders who move to new areas for livelihoods. It is being implemented for the nation-wide portability of ration
cards under the NFSA. The system also allows their family members back home, if any, to claim the balance of
food grains on the same ration card.

The system was started initially in 4 states in August 2019. Now it is rolled out in a very short period in 32 states/
by December 2020 and the integration of the remaining 4 states/UT (Assam, Chhattisgarh, Delhi, West Bengal) is
expected to be completed in the next few months. At present, the system covers nearly 69 crore NFSA
beneficiaries (about 86% NFSA population) in the country. ONORC has proved to be a tremendous value-added
service to each NFSA beneficiary during the Covid-19 pandemic, particularly migrants, which allowed them to
avail the benefit of subsidised food grains with flexibility from any location wherever they were during the
lockdown/crisis period.
Previous year Questions:
1. Simultaneous elections to the lok sabha and the state assemblies will limit the amount of time and money
spent in electioneering but it will reduce the government’s accountability to the people. Discuss. (CSM 2017)
2. How far do you think cooperation, competition and confrontation have shaped the nature of federation in
India? Cite some recent examples to validate your answer. (CSM 2020)

Sarve Bhavantu Sukinah
The unpredictability of the corona virus and the scale of havoc it has done is unimaginable. It has disrupted
every possible human activity. A milestone in the recent history of human civilization, the pandemic is here to
stay and we have no other option but to equip our health care systems to fight this massive battle, and
vaccinate as much as we can. Health is considered a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being,
and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. It is for us now to identify and establish the crucial linkages
with our environment and rebuild a better world, with a healing touch and empathy for all.

1.10 Policy and Practice
The constitution of the World Health Organisation (WHO) mentions that health, well-being, standard of living,
medical care, right to security in case of sickness as well as special care and assistance for mothers and children
are quite significant. In addition, Article 3 of UDHR (Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948), clearly
provides that everyone has ‘the right to life, liberty and security of person’. Obviously, right to life includes the
right to food and health (as interpreted by the Supreme Court of India).
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Liberalisation and Privatisation: Impact on Health:
Due to structural adjustment or economic reforms during the 1980s in the poorest 37 nations, public spending
on health per head declined by half due to cuts- e.g. in Mexico, it declined up 60 per cent. Following
consequences are notable:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Since the state retreated from development interventions, there was a massive decline in public
investment in the health sector like other social sub sectors (education, welfare of the deprived sections,
etc.).
There accrued a huge shortage of doctors and supporting medical staff, leading to patients bound to go to
private clinics.
There was a shortage of medical equipment, drugs and pathological facilities in public health institutions;
hospitals were reduced to mere writing of prescriptions and patients were compelled to buy medicines
from the open market.
Private doctors not only indulged in charging exorbitant fees but also prescribed unnecessarily more.
Due to laxity of the state regulatory apparatuses, even government doctors and supporting staff started
giving more time at their private clinics.
Due to retreat of the state in providing subsidised food, sanitation facilities, there was a rise in
communicable and non-communicable diseases, leading to long duration of morbidity, and finally death.

Nowadays, public-private partnership (PPP), modernisation, value for money health insurance etc are the
buzzwords in most of the developed and developing countries. However, there are some alternative health
systems in Cuba, China, Costa Rica, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Rwanda, Venezuela and Thailand. Since 2002, there has
been universal health care (UHC) coverage in Thailand for all people without any charge and now 77 percent of
all hospital beds there are in the public sector.
S.N.

Countries

Health Expenditure as % of GDP

1.

U.S.

16.9%

2.

Switzerland

12.2%

3.

Japan

10.9%

4.

U.K.

9.8%

5.

Brazil

9.2%

6.

South Africa

8.1%

7.

China

5.0%

8.

India

1.26%

9.

Bangladesh

3.0%

10.

Pakistan

3.0%

There are 9.4 doctors in Malaysia, 11.5 doctors in Philippines, 12.2 doctors in Vietnam and 18.3 doctors in
Singapore for every 10,000 populations, better than India (only 7 doctors for 10,000 population). Table reflects
India’s lowest public expenditure to the health subsector. Even National Health policy 2017 speaks of just
targeting 2.5% of GDP to be spent on health. Against WHO norm of doctor to population ratio of 1:1000, India
has a very lower ratio of 1:1404 (2021 February). Most PHCs/health centres are almost defunct in many north
India states, and only the ASHA workers, pharmacists, nurses, etc sometimes visit there.
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In Global Hunger Index, 2020, India ranked 94 out of 107 countries, with a score of 27.2 (in ‘serious hunger’
category), and as per this report 14% of Indian population is undernourished. Around 17.3% of children under 5
are wasted in India. 34.7% of Indian Children are stunted. However, during 2000-2020 GHI score has declined
from 38.9 to 27.2 for India- a decrease of 11.7 percentage points.
By 2015, most of the developing countries including India, could not achieve the rest of MDGs. Hence the UN
declared 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) with 169 targets. It is also called ‘Transforming our World:
2030’ agenda of sustainable development.

The National Health Policy, 2017 identified priority areas for improving the environment for health: (a) Swachh
Bharat Abhiyan; (b) Balanced healthy diets and regular exercises; (c) Addressing Tobacco, Alcohol and substance
abuse; (d) Yatri Suraksha – preventing deaths due to rail and road accidents; (e) Nirbhaya Nari action against
gender violence; (f) reduced stress and improved safety at a workplace, and (g) reducing indoor and outdoor air
pollution.
Shifts in Public Health Care Delivery:
There are 7 shifts in organising public health care services:
1.
Primary care-open selective care to assured comprehensive care with linkages to referral hospitals;
2.
Secondary and tertiary care-from an input oriented to an output-based strategic purchasing;
3.
Public-hospitals from user fees and cost recovery to assured free drugs, diagnostic and emergency
services to all;
4.
Infrastructure and human resource development from normative approach to targeted approach to reach
under-serviced areas;
5.
Urban health from token interventions to on scale assured interventions, to organise primary health care
delivery and referral support for urban poor.
6.
National health programs integration with health systems for programme effectiveness and contributing
to strengthening of health systems for efficiency; and
7.
AYUSH service from stand alone to three dimensional mainstreaming.

1.11 The Pandemic and Global Synergy
Despite being a biological domain-related concern in its purest nature and a pandemic characterised by global
health emergency, the scope of the covid was remarkably discernible in other aspects of human life ranging
from socio-cultural, economic, and political level. Nation-states as being the fundamental sovereign unit saw
their role perception as well as their role domain significantly increased which, in turn, provided higher leverage
for the states with regard to political decision making at various levels of actions.
The launch of India’s vaccine outreach initiative known as “Vaccine Maitri” (i.e. vaccine friendship)
demonstrates India’s concern to bring down the curve of the pandemic as a powerful booster to economic
recovery prospects. This benign altruism was made possible by reasoned stand and espoused the philosophy of
“Bahujana Sukhaya Bahujana Hitaya”. India assumes a significant position in the global supply chain of the
vaccine due to its time tested production capabilities and being the world’s largest producer of vaccines.
India’s vaccine diplomacy provides India with the scope of the reflect its cultural values imbued with democratic
ethos, cooperation, humanity, development and compassion coupled with the vision of India as a responsible
global player deserving the UNSC permanent membership. In today’s world heavily loaded by hard power there
is no gainsaying the fact that our dependence on soft power potentialities cannot be absolute.
India has supplied vaccines to nations including Bhutan, Maldives, Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka, the UAE, Brazil,
Morocco, Bahrain, Oman, Egypt, Algeria, Kuwait, and South Africa. Supplies made under grant amount to 56
lakh doses and commercial supplies amounting to over 100 lakh doses. Indian vaccines have reached
Afghanistan and also it is reaching the shores of CARICOM countries in the Caribbean, Pacific Island states,
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Nicaragua etc. India’s ubiquitous vaccine delivery programme to the rest of the world is situated within the
framework of Vaccine Maitri which is quite synonymous with the SAGAR (Security and Growth for All in the
Region) doctrine of India.
The vaccine developed by Oxford-AstraZeneca has got the required WHO approval for usage in various countries
and Serum Institute of India has collaborated with the former as a global manufacturing partner. This gives
legitimacy to India’s vaccine efforts further. It is worth noting that India’s first supply of vaccine dosage went to
Bhutan and Maldives, these two countries being India’s closest ally in the South Asian region. Bhutan happens to
be the only nation within SAARC to be not co-opted by the Chinese BRI tentacles. India should follow a
preferential and prudential line of judgement when it comes to vaccine distribution. Being generous is a great
virtue but generosity should be backed by judicious calculation.
The analytical introspection reveals that most of the Indian neighbours treat India from dual perspectives of
enjoying her assistance while viewing her as hegemonic. However, such ideas need re-interpretation because of
changing dynamics in the post –cold war order and also in view of constant adjustments in the wake of China's
intrusion in the South Asian region.

1.12 Smart Agriculture
Central Government Initiatives

State Government Initiatives

Soil health cards (2015-17): crop
specific recommendations for fertilizers
and nutrients, every 2
Years.
Soil Health Card Mobile app (2017):
captures GIS coordinates while
registering sample details to indicate
location of sample

Karnataka

Agritech fund of USD 2.5 Mn using AI.

Haryana

Integrated former producer organizations
(FPO) pack houses to the eNAM platform.

Madhya Pradesh

Set up the UN-ICRISAT agency to assist
with climate smart agriculture solutions.
Bill and Melinda Gates foundation and
TATA
Trusts collaborated with the state
government
to set up an Indian Agriculture Incubation
Network at IIT Kanpur.
Open data portal, containing 199
datasets including agriculture, irrigation,
and animal husbandry and livestock.

Uttar Pradesh
National agriculture market- eNAM
2016:
electronic
trading
portal
connecting APMC mandis. Incorporates
1,000
markets
with
over
90
commodities.

Telangana

Punjab
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Collaboration with Israeli farming
solutions Organization, ARNA, which
provided affordable technical skill
training to farmers to boost crop yield,
income, and diversity crops. The
company also provided a state digital
agriculture platform with a database
of all farmers to track their agriculture
Activities.
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Direct Benefit Transfer: around 14
schemes in agriculture and 2 in
animal husbandry have been rolled
out using DBT, which involved use of
Aadhar based biometric authentication
and ePOS machines to directly reach
the farmer’s bank
accounts.

Rajasthan

Hosted agri-meets, and a Challenge for
Change
platform
for
agritech
entrepreneurs.

Agriculture and allied sectors are the primary source of livelihood for nearly 55 per cent of India's population
(census 2011) but accounted only for approximately 17.8 per cent of the country’s gross value added (GVA) in
2019-20. The yields on cereal crops are about 50 percent lower in India, than in countries such as the United
states or China. The average size of farm holdings in the country is just over 1 hectare, with small and marginal
farmers holding nearly 86 per cent of the total. The existence of a large number of intermediaries across the
value chain, challenges in access to credit and technology, limited sales channels, and lack of digital
infrastructure have inhibited agricultural potential.
An important solution lies in the rapid adoption of agritech, defined here as technologies and tools that improve
yield, efficiency and profitability by leveraging Internet of Things, big data, artificial intelligence, machine
learning, drones, and sensors in agricultural processes to track, monitor, automate and analyse. Using predictive
technologies to detect erratic weather, sensors to map the specific type of climate and soil in an area, and
machine learning algorithms that determine the appropriate crops based on this data, can substantially improve
the quality of yield.
In the dairy and livestock vertical, the use of sensors to monitor the health and nutrition of cattle and drones to
track herbs can improve efficiency and traceability. The central as well as various state governments have
undertaken numerous initiatives to enable and support the integration of smart technologies in agriculture.
Acting as the link between farmers, wholesalers, retailers, and consumers, the agritech start-ups have been
improving market linkages, while disrupting traditional agricultural systems with innovative and affordable
solutions. Eg- Fasal, DeHaat, Clover, CropIn, and Intello labs.
Even as the various stakeholders are driving smart agriculture in India, certain fundamental issues must still be
addressed to effectively bring about this digital revolution. These include the issuing of blanket solutions as
opposed to localised recommendations which are sensitive to geographical, socio-cultural, and demographic
requirements, the fragmented and unorganised structure of agriculture that involves multiple levels of
intermediaries, the hesitation of small holders to undertake technologies that would not be commercially viable
and cost-efficient.
The process of unleashing the true potential of agritech in the country would involve developing a synergetic
relationship between the various stakeholders in the process, including the farmers themselves, enhancing
investment and R&D to constantly improve and update solutions, and further improving the regulatory
environment to ease accessibility of start-ups and other companies to create a robust ecosystem.
Previous year questions1. How is science interwoven deeply with our lives? What are the striking changes in agriculture triggered by
science based technologies? (CSM-2020)
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1.13 E-Waste Management
Electronic waste (e-waste) i.e. waste arising from end of life electronic products, such as computers and mobile
phones, is one of the fastest growing waste streams in the world today. The world dumped a record 53.6 million
ton of e-waste in 2019, recycling only 17.4% of it (E-waste monitor, 2020). India has had an e-waste
management policy in place since 2011, with its scope expanded in 2016 and 2018. Yet, the pace of its
implementation has not been satisfactory. Less than 5 percent of the waste is treated through formal recycling
facilities, leaving the rest to be handled by the informal sector with very little enforcement of environmental
and occupational safety norms.
Stage of Processing:
It involves four stages: generation, collection, segregation, and treatment/disposal.
 E-waste is generated when the first user of the product concludes on its useful life with no intention of
reuse and disposes it off by donating or selling.
 E-waste is collected by designated organisations, producers, government (such as municipal collection sites),
retailer take-back, and producer take-back.
 This e-waste is then taken to a specialised treatment facility, which recovers the valuable material and
manages the toxic substances in an environmentally controlled manner.
 Residuals are incinerated or safely landfilled.
Because of the high cost of recycling e-waste many companies in developed nations opted for the less expensive
option, i.e. to ship their e-waste overseas to dump in developing nations. This prompted many awareness
raising campaigns by NGOs and greater attention from multilateral institutions to introduce general waste
management regulations in 2008 by the Government of India calling for responsible e-waste management.

To streamline e-waste management, the government notified Electronic waste (management and handling)
rules 2011, introducing Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR), whereby producers were required to collect
and recycle electronic items. By shifting the burden of waste management onto manufacturers, the EPR
framework, in theory, created incentives for more environmentally friendly product designs. Since,
manufacturers were incurring the disposal cost, their designs would incorporate less toxic and easily recyclable
materials, thereby reducing input material requirement.
The e-waste rules were amended in 2016 to include collection targets and implementing a deposit-refund
system (DRS) by the producers. In a DRS an upfront deposit is charged to the consumer at the time of purchase
of the product, and deposit is refunded when the product is safely returned to the producer. The 2018
amendment also made provision for the registration of Producer Responsibility Organizations (PROs).
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Even though e-waste management policies are in place since 2011 in India, implementation has been sluggish.
Policy changes have tried repeatedly to formalise the sector, but issues of implementation persist on the
ground. First is the issue of price competencies. Unlike formal recyclers, informal recyclers have lesser
operating costs, no overheads, or other administrative necessities. They hence can offer better prices to the
aggregators for material, especially high value electronics with precious metals content. The informal network is
well established and rests on social capital ties that PROs have yet to establish and are hence insulated from
reaching the viable number of aggregators.
Another important issue is the lack of sufficient metal processing infrastructure which is why recyclers have to
export materials to global smelters and hence never fully realise the true value of extraction, both in terms of
processing cost and the price of the extracted metals quality and quantity. On the demand side, the major
constraint is the awareness level of the consumers both in terms of consumption pattern and disposal pattern.
Meanwhile, the life span of devices is getting shorter with rapid pace of technological advancements, improved
specifications and better performance leading to product replacements much before these run out of their
usable periods.
It is important that consumers responsibly consume the product for its useful life and then weigh between the
chances of repair or disposal with utmost consciousness towards the environment. One of the viable options to
solve the problem is to reduce the generation of waste drastically. The Ministry of Electronics and Information
Technology initiated an e-waste awareness program under Digital India mission in 2016 along with industry
associations, to create awareness among the public about the hazards of e-waste recycling by the unorganised
sector and to educate them about alternate methods of disposing of their e-waste.
Concerted efforts are important to generate a momentum of sustained efforts towards increasing disposal
through formal channels and catalysing sustainable consumption patterns. Since India is highly deficient in
precious mineral resources, there is a need for a well-designed, robust and regulated e-waste recovery regime
that would generate jobs and wealth.

2. KURUKSHETRA GIST
Folk Art and Culture
2.1 Art and Crafts of Northeast India
The North-eastern region of India bears a huge testimony to the country’s colorful tradition and heritage. The
seven states of the region is home to over 160 major scheduled tribes over 400 other tribal and sub-tribal
communities and groups, each having its own distinct and unique cultural tradition, replete with a rich history
and folklore. Mahatma Gandhi had once said that the women of Assam weave dreams on their looms. This
statement in fact applies to the women of every community of the north-eastern region, with women in every
household considering their looms as their most prized possession.
The fabrics woven for women also come in different colour combinations for different communities, some made
of cotton, some of muga (golden silk), endi (warm silk) and some others of paat (white silk). In Assam, Assamese
women weave the three-price mekhela-chador and riha, while Bodo women produce the brilliant dokhonajwmgra and aronai. In Manipur, women of the Meitei community weave the phanek, Tangkhuls weave the
kasan.
In Nagaland too, women of the different tribal communities weave their respective wrappers, loincloths, scarves
and aprons. The Ao shawl thus is known as tsungkotepsu, and the Angami shawl is called loramhousho. In
Arunachal Pradesh, Singpho women weave the pukang, Nyishi women the par-ij, in Mizoram women weave
different varieties of the puan-a drape and uncut rectangular fabric with well-crafted edges, as also the punchei
and tuallohpuan.
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In Meghalaya, the jeinsem worn by khasi women comes in different colors and materials including muga, silk
and cotton. Bhupen Hazarika, in one of his songs, had described the jeinsem as having been woven of strands of
the lightning. Reang and other tribal communities of Tripura on the other hand are experts in weaving the rignai
and pasara. Carpets, and more particularly tangkhas and wall hangings containing depiction of Buddha,
bodhisattvas, monastic accessories, religious objects etc, as also dragons and other motifs made by the monpas
of Arunachal Pradesh have attracted worldwide attention.
The northeast is home to at least 90 species of bamboos, of which 41 are endemic to the region. Almost every
community in the northeast has workmanship of high order as far as bamboo and cane products are concerned.
Making farm baskets, carrying baskets, grain holders, winning fans, drying trays, fishing traps, food containers,
field hats and food plates from bamboo, or chairs, stools, tables, cots, belts, anklets, toys, hats and headgears,
etc. of cane is almost part of daily life. Hats and caps mostly made of bamboo and cane, as also abandoned
animal parts like feathers shed by different birds, not only have cultural and hierarchical value, but have also
provided means of livelihood to thousands of families across the region.
In Assam, the decorative jaapi made of bamboo and palm-leaves is almost a must for welcoming guests and
VVIP. In Arunachal Pradesh, they even make hanging bridges across the swift-flowing rivers including the Siang
(Brahmaputra) with cane and bamboo. The North-eastern region also abounds in a wide variety of trees that
provide raw material to the communities to make various items out of wood. Wood carving or woodcraft is
particularly notable among the tribal communities of Nagaland. Every Naga village has a highly decorative
wooden gateway and most Naga kitchen ware are also made of wood.
Different Naga tribes like Ao, Konyak, Sangtam, Phom, Chang, Khiamniungam and Yimchunger, also make
amazing log-drums-carved out of solid pieces of logs-as part of their community tradition. In Assam, dhol played
in Rongali bihu is made of wood, so are traditional drums of the Bodo, Rabha, Mishing and Karbi communities.
Monks in satra monasteries create sculpted wooden door-frames, and various kinds of guru-asana-the altar
where the holy scripture is kept inside the naam-ghar, the traditional prayer hall.
Masks are also associated with various indigenous religious faiths and beliefs. In Assam, mask-making is
particularly concentrated in the Satra institutions-Vaishnative monasteries- in Majuli, the world’s largest
inhabited river island. Artisans, mostly monks, use bamboo, cane, clay, cloth, jute, coir and paper pulp to make
masks, which are integral part of traditional bhawona performance. Various deities, demons, birds, animals,
reptiles and some mythological characters are represented through these masks.
Jewellery is said to be a mirror of a community's culture and tradition. In Nagaland, different tribes make
necklaces, earrings, bracelets and bangles out of beads, cowrie shells, brass and other metals including old silver
coins, as also of ivory and teeth of various wild animals. Ornament-making is also a popular craft widely
practiced across communities in Arunachal Pradesh. In Assam, two Places- Sarthebari and Hajo are traditional
centers for manufacturing various brass and bell-metal products.
Pottery, especially based on clay, is more common in the plains of Assam, Manipur and Tripura, though tribal
communities in Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland and Mizoram too manufacture a variety of pottery with their
limited clay resources. In Assam, one category of potters uses the wheel for making various kinds of earthen
utensils, while another category works without the wheel. In the Jaintia hills of Meghalaya, the Larnai area
excels in the blue-gray earthen pottery that is shaped by hand, without the aid of a potter’s wheel.
However, traditional artisans are increasingly facing a tough time, especially with production costs rising every
passing day, while the majority of customers look for low-priced items. Therefore, the first step is to preserve
these traditions from becoming extinct. Secondly, there is a need to integrate the traditional technique with
modern art form.

Understanding Indian Classical Dance
Classical dance started out in the form of worship in temples, then in the kingdoms of the Mughal empire, and
this even gained acceptance at international level in the field of ‘art and culture’. This involves strict techniques
and rules relating to body movements, bhava, costumes, hand leg postures, etc., and its earliest evidence can be
traced in Bharata muni’s Natya Sastra.
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Indian classical dances are broadly represented in two formats. One is Tandava, which is said to be originated by
Lord Shiva (believed to be the originator of dance and mudras as Nataraja), and includes fast movements of
body parts to show aggression, courage, etc. Another is Lasya, which displays grace, love, beauty, gentleness (it
is believed to be originated by goddess Parvathi), and is mostly performed by females. In fact, performance or
Abhinaya in this art form is divided into three parts: Natya, referring to imitation of a story; Nritta, implying
actual dance movements; and Nritya, depicting usage of facial and hand gestures/motions.
Interestingly, classical dances have a deep-rooted devotional guru-Shishya Parampara, involving blessings of
goddess Saraswati. Ghungroos or ankle bells are worn by the dancers as the pre-requisite, and are considered
auspicious instruments that enable the dancers to perform as per the Tala/Taal (rhythm consisting of
beats/Matras) and Laya (tempo of rhythm) in Hindustani music.
Bharatanatyam, as one of the most famous Indian classical dances, belongs to the state of Tamil Nadu and has
one of the toughest leg postures (Mandala), i.e. Aramandi, where heels are put together, while toes point
outwards and the knees remain bent in a half-squat position. This is famous as Ekaharya, where a single dancer
performs many characters. Kathak is a popular dance form of north India and has three Gharanas: Lucknow,
Jaipur and Banaras. This involves telling a story through expressions and footwork (Tatkar) and spins (Chakkar).
Kathakali is from Kerala with a perfect blend of dance, music, drama, expressions, and the costumes which are
huge and enhancing as they involve green color Paccha make-up on face, Kirita (big golden headgear) and a long
bellowing cushion-padded skirt. In contrast, Mohiniattam dance, which is also from Kerala, is more subtle with
delicate movements of body parts and is generally performed solo by woman (known as dance by the
enchantress).
Manipuri dance from Manipur has a more devotional form and is based on Radha-Krishan’s Raslila. Odissi is one
of the ancient dances which depicts the archeological culture of Odisha and has circular movement of legs.
Tribhanga is its main standing posture in which the body bends at three levels: knees in one direction and
hips/waist in second; and shoulders/neck in other form. Kuchipudi dance belongs to the state of Andhra Pradesh
and has fast foot movements with dramatic expressions and dialogues. It also performed on the edge of the
brass plate on the beats of Carnatic music.
Classical dances are, however, different from folk dances which lack strict rules. Latter have been created
based on the narrative of the region, based on how people live there, communicate with each other, enjoy
festivals per the seasons and agricultural harvest of the state/region, etc. These include Bhangra from Punjab,
Ghoomar from Rajasthan, Lavani from Maharashtra, Bihu from Assam, Garba from Gujarat, Chhau from West
Bengal and Odisha, Bacha Nagma and Rouf from Jammu and Kashmir, etc...
Various Benefits of Indian Classical Dance:
1.

2.

3.
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Indian classical dances involve immense footwork whose pace differs as per the dance, viz. Kathak’s Jaipur
Gharana includes fast footwork and spins. These are done barefoot. So when feet are skillfully put on the
ground, several acupressure points are naturally pressed. It is widely known that feet have the maximum
number of points, which can heal our body and relax our mind.
Classical dance is a performing art, which involves innovative communication of emotions and feelings,
depending on the wish/mood of a performer. There are nine Rasas in classical dance based on different
emotions: Hasya(laughter), Shringar (love, beauty), Raudra(anger), Veera (bravery, fearlessness), Bibhatsa
(disgust, hate), Bhayanaka (fearful), Karuna (compassion, sorrow), Abhuta (wonder, surprise), and Shanta
(peacefulness). These emotions are experienced at the mind level by a dancer and are spread to the
audience through facial expressions called Bhava.
All classical dances use hand mudras or Hastak to truly denote or express storyline, character or emotions.
Each finger represents five elements of nature: Air/Vayu (index finger), Space/Akash (middle finger),
Earth/Bhumi (ring finger), Water/Jal (little finger), and Fire/Agni (thumb). In yoga, when their tips are
touched (thereby forming special mudras), then energy is generated and blood flow is improved, thereby
benefiting the entire body and balancing pancha Mahattavas. Classical dance also becomes a yogic practice
with use of all its mudras.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

All dances keep the body's weight under control, but the classical dance makes us more mentally and
physically active and healthy, and helps to maintain alignment in the body, as many dance steps have to be
done in certain posture only viz. Bharatanatyam involves performance in a bending position. Kuchipudi uses
brass plates and Kathakali has heavy costumes while dancing. This way, one gets to learn the art of
balancing.
There are simultaneous focused yet slower movements of hands, limbs, face, head, feet, etc. which are
required to perform different actions at the same time. This factor leads to greater coordination and
connection between both sides of the brain, thereby activating the mid-brain which helps to release the
happiness hormone, stimulates proper functioning of visual and audio processing, and gives us motivation
in life.
When one dances, it is equivalent to a big activity which secretes feel-good hormones like Endorphins
(which is released in the brain to deal with pain and curtail stress hormone cortisol), Dopamine as the
happiness hormone and Serotonin as a mood-uplifting hormone, etc. these helps us to feel lighter in body
and mind, and make us joyful and happy.
Classical dances especially bring natural glow on our face and remove impurities, as the dancers tend to
frequently move their facial muscles and sensory organs.

It’s a high time for Indians to give due importance to classical dance and utilize their advantages at length.
Indian classical dances have innate creative formula embedded in them, which can offer a better satisfied life,
without compromising natural beauty within and around us.

Promoting Innovation
2.2 Promoting a Culture of Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Science and technology plays a pivotal role in the development of a nation, be it economic, social, or overall
development. India has been steadily rising in the global innovation index (GII) rankings and was ranked at 48th
position in 2020 from 52nd position in 2019. India will be the youngest country in 2020, with 64 percent of the
population in the working age group. This provides a huge opportunity for the young, ambitious, and
increasingly educated youth to become job creators rather than being job seekers.
India as the Innovation Nation: Gathering momentum
India, as a country, is surrounded by challenges that demand innovative non-linear solutions for challenges
which need to be addressed such as poverty, education, healthcare, and environment. With the confluence of a
unique demographic dividend, one of the fastest growing major economies of the world, and affordable,
advanced, accessible technologies enabling rapid prototyping and deployment of innovations in every sphere of
life, major steps to create and promote an ecosystem of innovation and entrepreneurship nationwide is
required.
Atal Innovation Mission
The government of India has set up the Atal Innovation Mission (AIM) to promote a culture of innovation and
entrepreneurship in the country. AIM’s objective is to develop new programmes and policies for fostering
innovation in different sectors of the economy, provide platform and collaboration opportunities for different
sketch holders.
Activities being carried out under AIM include1. Atal Tinkering Labs (ATL) – AT School Level
Over the last 3 years, AIM has launched the establishment of thousands of ATL enabling students from grade
6 to grade 12 to have access to and tinker with innovative tools and technologies like 3D printers, robotics,
miniaturised electronics, do it yourself kits; thus stimulating a problem solving innovative mindset to solve
problems in around the community they are in. AIM has launched a first of its kind artificial intelligence Do-ItYourself learning module in a partnership with Nasscom and several key industry partners of NASSCOM.
24
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•
•
•

5000+ ATL Teachers Trained with corporate Partners.
ATL tinkering challenges at school level, ATL tinkering fests at regional level and ATL tinkering Marathons
at national level promoting problem solving and innovation in all ATL students across the country.
AIM SIRIUS partnership launched by the Prime Minister and the Russian president enabling student
innovation exchanges between 50+ India and Russian talented students promoting co-innovation and
cultural bonds.
1. Atal Incubators – at Universities, Institutions, Industry level
AIM has been establishing world class incubators called Atal Incubation Centre (AICs) in Universities.
To date, AIM has selected close to 70 universities/institutions/private players to establish world class
incubators, each of which will foster creation and nurturing of 50 world class start-ups every four
years.
2. Atal Community Innovation Centres-Serving Unserved and Under-Served Regions/Communities of
India
To promote the benefits of technology led innovation to the unserved/underserved regions of India
including tier 2, tier 3, cities, aspirational districts, tribal, hilly and coastal areas, AIM is setting up Atal
Community Innovation Centres with a unique partnership driven model where in AIM would grant up
to 2.5 crores to an ACIC subject to a partner proving equal or greater matching funding.

3. Atal new India Challenges (ANIC) Simulating Product and Service Innovations with national Impact
To create product and service innovations having national socio-economic impact, AIM has launched
over 24 Atal new India challenges in partnership with 5 different ministries and departments of the
Central government.
4. Applied Research and Innovation for Small Enterprises (ARISE) –to stimulate MSME industry
innovation
To promote innovation in a phased manner in the MSME/ start-up sector, AIM has launched 15 ARISE
(Applied research and innovation for small enterprises) challenges along with 5 partnering ministries
including Indian Satellite Research Organization, Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Housing and Urban
Affairs, Ministry of food processing industries and Ministry of Health.
Atma Nirbhar Bharat has now turned the gaze of this world-class innovative talent inwards, to create products
and services for the Indian market at par with other countries. Catalysing this stupendous potential are
affordable, accessible, advanced IR 4.0 technologies, including 3D printing, IOT, AR/VR, biotech, cognitive
computing, AI/Block chain with over 30,000 startups and 250 incubators – India can surely position itself as one
of the leading innovative nations of the world. It is crucial to ensure gender equality, address economic disparity
and equal opportunities for differently abled communities. Fast – growing economies such as ours also need to
be extremely wary of climate change-related issues. Therefore, it is important that the sustainable development
goals remain the overarching objective of every organisation.

2.3 Empowering the Nation through Nari Shakti
In the years post-independence, economic growth, improved access to healthcare and educational institutions,
increased financial access, legal rights to inherit property, and several other targeted policies have helped
reduce gender inequality. These policy changes have also had a positive impact on social and cultural norms to a
large extent. Improvement of women’s status in these sectors is especially important as these are directly
associated with India’s efforts towards achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) under the agenda
2030.
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Political Representation
The first wave of women’s movement which started along with the freedom movement resulted in universal
adult franchise and equal rights for all in Independent India. Second wave of women’s movement in India sought
autonomy and equality by protesting domestic abuse and political marginalisation. This culminated into the
landmark policy change in 1992, the 73rd amendment to the Constitution of India, that reserved 33 percent of
seats in Panchayat Raj Institutions for women to ensure their participation and representation in the political
decision-making process at grassroot level. Currently, 15 percent states/UTs have 50 percent of more female
elected PRI representatives with a national average of 44 percent representation.
The gender gap in voter turnout specifically has been bridged successfully. India is also among the first few
countries in the world to have had a female head of government. The Lok Sabha recorded the highest share of
female parliamentarians at only 14 percent in 2019 while in the Rajya Sabha, women held 11 percent of the
total seats in 2020.
Health
According to the World bank data, female life expectancy at birth has increased from 40.5 years in 1960 to 70.6
years in 2019. Similarly, the maternal mortality ratio, which is defined as a number of deaths from pregnancy
related causes per 100,000 live births, steeply declined from 2000 in the 1940s to 145 in 2017. Reduction in the
global maternal mortality ratio to 70 per 100,000 deaths is a target under the third SDG. States like Kerala,
Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu have already achieved this target.
The government of India has launched several initiatives to address this specific area of concern. For instance,
the Poshan Abhiyaan was launched in 2018 with a budgetary allocation of 9,000 crore to improve the nutritional
outcomes of children, pregnant women and lactating mothers. The scheme uses strategic partnership for
service delivery. For instance, Tata Trusts support the programs through Swasth Bharat Preraks who are young,
qualified professionals that provide inputs on strategy, implementation, monitoring, and reporting.
Another scheme called Janani Suraksha Yojana was launched to ensure safe, institutional delivery through cash
benefits while Laqshya, labour room quality improvement initiatives, was launched to provide quality maternal
care during the post-delivery. At present, 54.7 percent deliveries in India are institutional with states like Kerala,
Telangana, Mizoram, Andhra Pradesh and Maharashtra in the lead. Pradhan Mantri Matru Vandana Yojana was
launched in 2016 to provide partial compensation through cash incentives to new mothers to allow them
enough recovery time and a financial cushion after the delivery of their first born.
Education
The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act 2009 made free and compulsory education a right
for all children below the age of 14. India’s New Education Policy lays the roadmap to ensure the education
system and the research environment in India is catered to equip students with necessary and relevant skills and
knowledge. All these initiatives will contribute towards achieving the fourth SDG.
According to the census of India, the female literacy rate was 7.3 percent in 1941, and it increased to 29.76
percent in 1981. By 2011, the female literacy ratio had increased to 65.46 percent. The National Programme for
Nutritional Support to Primary Education was launched in 1995 as a centrally sponsored scheme that provided
cooked, mid-day meals in government and government aided schools. Research suggests that this programme
had a major impact on improving nutrition outcomes among primary school children and reducing gender gap in
school participation.
The Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao campaign of Government of India not only targets the declining trend of child sex
ratio but also aims to eliminate post-birth discriminations by encouraging education and economic participation
for the girl child. In 2018-19, All-India survey on higher education reported an all India gender parity index value
of 1. This implies higher education parity between male and female in the age group between 18 and 23 years.
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States like Kerala, Punjab, Goa, Himachal Pradesh, Haryana, Meghalaya and Delhi report a gender parity value
for higher education that is greater than one.
In the first few decades post-independence, women gained access to higher education through state sponsored
and highly subsidised academic institutions. Post 1980s, private institutions were also permitted to enter the
higher education market to meet the demand for engineering and medical colleges that allowed more women
to pursue these subjects.
Towards Empowering Indian Women and India
The pre-independence years had started to witness positive developments like the 1929 legislation that made
14 the minimum age for girls to be married and the 1937 Hindu women’s Right to Property that allowed widows
to inherit property from her husband. Suppression of Immoral traffic in Women and Children Act, 1954; Special
Marriage Act, 1954; Guardianship Act, 1956; Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961; Medical Termination of Pregnancy
Act, 1971; Maternity Benefit Act, 1961; Equal Remuneration Act, 1976 etc are passed.
Achieving gender parity is the fifth SDG of the Agenda 2030. India aims to bridge these gender gaps through
sound social protection schemes, and the use of new technology. According to estimates from the International
Labour Organization (ILO), the Female Labour force Participation Rate (FLPR) in India peaked in 2005 at 32
percent and has been declining since then. In 2019, only 21 percent of the female population above the age of
15 years was economically active. The global average was around 47 percent.
Transferring money directly to women is a way of improving their financial autonomy. The government has
introduced credit schemes for female entrepreneurs like the Stand-up India scheme for loans between Rs. 10
lakh and 1 crore that has lower margin money requirements for female borrowers. Similarly, the Pradhan
Mantri Mudra Yojana (PMMMY) also provides credit to non-corporate, non-farm, micro and small enterprises
up to 10 lakh. The success of these two programs is reflected in the high share of female borrowers. As of
February 2021, 81 percent loans amounting to Rs. 20,749 crores were sanctioned to female borrowers under
the stand-up India scheme while PMMY scheme had 68 percent female borrowers with a loan sanction amount
Rs. 6.36 lakh crores.
The government has introduced One-Stop Centers (OSC) across the country to increase access to services like
police, legal help, psychological support, and temporary support to women affected by violence. A 24- hours
women’s helpline has also been established to provide counselling and guidance on relevant government
schemes and provision to women affected by violence. Social protection through employment programs like
Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Generation Act (MNREGA) and the national social assistance
programmes have helped Indian women significantly. The national social assistance programme provides
pension to those over 60 years of age, widows, and disabled people among others. Women constitute 59
percent of the beneficiaries at central level and 55 percent of beneficiaries at state level.
As we complete 75 years of India’s independence, one can only hope that all these policies have a positive
impact and once again Indian women can become an equal part of India’s growth story.
Previous year questions1. “Empowering women is the key to controlling population growth.” Discuss. (CSM-2019)

2.4 Taking Allied Sector to Newer Heights
Agriculture plays a vital role in India’s economy. According to the Economic Survey 2019-20, the share of
agriculture and allied sectors in Gross Value Added (GVA) of the country at current prices is 17.8 percent for the
year 2019-20. The same survey has noted that India’s agricultural sector has shown its resilience amid the
adversities of covid-19 induced lockdowns. The country through the decades has witnessed many milestones in
agricultural developments. This has been in the form of the Green revolution way back in 1968, followed by the
Blue revolution, White revolution, Yellow revolution, Bio-Technology revolution and the ICT revolution.
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The Allied sector has a very important role in doubling farmer’s income. The government has advocated a
seven-point strategy that includes; special focus on irrigation with sufficient budget, with the aim of “per drop,
more crop”; provision of quality seeds and nutrients based on soil health of each field; large investments in
warehousing and cold chains to prevent post-harvest crop losses; promotion of value addition through food
processing; creation of a national farm market, removing distortions and e-platform across 585 stations;
introduction of a New Crop Insurance scheme to mitigate
Horticulture
The cultivation of gardens or orchards leading to cultivation of fruit, vegetables, flowers and ornamental plants
is known as horticulture. The Indian horticulture sector contributes 33 percent share of total value of output in
the agriculture sector making every significant contribution to the Indian economy. Apart from ensuring
nutritional security of the nation, it provides alternate rural employment opportunities, diversification in farm
activities, and enhanced income to farmers. India is currently producing about 306.82 million tonnes of
horticulture produce, which has surpassed food grain production. India has emerged as a world leader in the
production of a variety of fruits like Mango and Banana and is the second largest producer of fruits and
vegetables.
Food Processing Sector
This sector is involved in enhancing the shelf life of food along with making it more digestible and nutritious.
As per the Ministry of Food Processing, following segments come within the food processing industry: Dairy,
fruits and vegetables processing, grain processing, meat and poultry processing, fisheries, consumer foods
including packaged foods, beverages and packaged drinking water. The Indian food processing industry accounts
for 32 percent of the country’s total food market, one of the largest industries in India and is ranked fifth in
terms of production, consumption, export and expected growth.
Animal Husbandry
This sector, dealing with animal production, is largely a part of the mixed crop livestock farming system. Animal
husbandry deals with agricultural practices of breeding and raising livestock. Products obtained from animal
husbandry include broiler meat, eggs, buffalo meat, sheep/goat meat, pig meat, wool, animal skin, etc.
Fishing Sector
India contributes 7.3 percent of the global fish production. India today has attained the status of 2nd largest
aquaculture and 4th largest fish exporting nation in the world.
Sericulture
Sericulture refers to mass scale rearing of silk for weaving into clothes. Silk is a part of only 0.2 percent of total
textile production in the world and India ranks 2nd major raw silk producer in the world.
Some of the major schemes introduced by the governments to support the activities in these fields are-1) Pradhan Mantri Matsya Sampada Yojana (PMMSY)
Prime Minister Narendra Modi launched 20,050 crore rupees Pradhan Mantri Matsya Sampada Yojana
(PMSSY) to boost production and exports in the fisheries sector as part of the government’s aim to double
farmer’s income. It aims at enhancing fish production by an additional 70 lakh tonne by 2024-25, increasing
fisheries export earnings to 1 lakh crore rupees by 2024-25. The scheme aims to consolidate the
achievements of the Blue Revolution Scheme.
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2) Silk Samagra
The Government of India has been implementing a central sector scheme “Silk samagra”, an integrated
scheme for development of silk industry since 2017-20 with aims and objective to scale up production by
improving the quality and productivity and to empower downtrodden, poor and backward families through
various activities of sericulture in the country. The scheme comprises 4 major components viz. (1) Research
and development, training, transfer of technology and I.T. initiatives, (2) Seed organisations (3) Coordination
and market development and (4) Quality certification systems (QCS)/ export brand promotion and
technology up-gradation.
•
•
•

Under North East Region Textile Promotion scheme (NERTPS), 38 sericulture projects are being
implemented in all north eastern states.
Research and development has been focused to evolve productive silkworm/host plant hybrids and
packages of practice to improve quality and productivity.
The basic customs duty of 10 percent and 20 percent is levied on raw silk and silk fabric import
respectively to stabilise the domestic silk weaving segment and make the Indian silk export sector highly
competitive.

3) Rashtriya Gokul Mission
Rashtriya Gokul Mission was initiated by the Government of India in December 2014 with the aim of
development and conservation of indigenous bovine breeds, genetic upgradation of bovine population and
enhancing milk production and productivity of bovines. The objectives of the scheme a) are to undertake
breed improvement programme for indigenous cattle breeds so as to improve the genetic makeup and
increase the stock; b) to enhance milk production and productivity of indigenous bovines; c) to upgrade
nondescript cattle using elite indigenous breeds like Gir, Sahiwal, Rathi, Deoni, Tharparkar, Red Sindhi; d) to
distribute disease free high genetic merit bulls of indigenous breeds for natural service.
The e-Gopala is an online digital medium that helps the farmers to choose better quality livestock and get
freedom from middlemen. This app gives all the information related to cattle care, from productivity, to its
health and diet. Along with this, the government has also set up 15,000 crore rupees Animal husbandry
Infrastructure Development Fund under Atma Nirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan. It has also launched a nationwide
Artificial Insemination Programme and has also included animal husbandry and dairying farmers in its special
drive to provide concessional credit to PM-KISAN beneficiaries through Kisan credit cards. The National
Animal Disease Control Programme (NADCP) worth 13,343 crore rupees has been announced for 100 percent
vaccination of cattle, buffalo, sheep, goat and pigs totalling to 53 crore animals and animal husbandry
infrastructure development fund of 15,000 crore rupees.
4) Pradhan Mantri Kisan SAMPADA Yojana
The main objective of this scheme is creation of processing and preservation capacities and
modernisation/expansion of existing food processing units with a new view to increase the level of
processing units with a view to increase the level of processing, value addition leading to reduction of
wastage. Under PMKSY, 32 projects have been sanctioned which are spread across almost 17 states. Scheme
such as Mega food parks, integrated cold chains and value addition infrastructure, creation/expansion of
food processing/preservation capacities (unit scheme), infrastructure for agro-processing clusters, creation
of backward and forward linkages, food safety and quality assurance infrastructure and human resources and
institutions to be implemented under PMKSY.
5)

Mission for Integrated Development of Horticulture (MIDH)
MIDH is a centrally sponsored scheme for the holistic growth of the horticulture sector. Under it,
Government of India contributes 60 percent of the total outlay for developmental programmes in all the
states except states in north east and Himalayas, and its 45 percent share is contributed by the state
governments. In the case of north eastern states and Himalayan states, GOI contributes 90 percent. MIDH
also provides technical advice and administrative support to state governments/state horticulture missions
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(SMHs) for the Saffron mission and other horticulture related activities under Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana
(RKVY).
The various schemes launched and those which are running aim to strengthen the population associated
with agriculture and the allied sectors.

2.5 Sustainable and Inclusive rural growth
Drivers of Inclusive Rural Growth
The rural economy of India generates about half the national income and more than two-third of the
employment is generated in the rural areas. More than half of the value added in the manufacturing sector is
contributed by rural areas. The agriculture and allied sectors alone contributed 17.8 per cent to the total gross
value added of the country during 2020-21.
Agriculture-the Fulcrum of Rural Economy:
Agriculture and allied sectors is the mainstay of the rural economy as they drive demand for other sectors
including retail, FMCG, and e-commerce, which are dependent on the agriculture sector for inputs. Besides,
agriculture directly steers consumption and demand in seed, fertilizers and chemicals, agricultural machinery
and implements, energy and transport sectors. Hence, the government has launched various forward looking
policies and initiatives that aim at doubling the income of farmers by 2022 and also increase the non-farm
income in rural areas.
Untapped potential exists for the public and private sector to contribute across the agricultural value chains,
mainly in four areas of activities-market linkage and farm to fork connections, logistics and supply chain, agroprocessing, and R&D. Government sponsored electronic National Agricultural Market (eNAM) has removed
barriers of licensing, movement and storage by providing online trading facilities to farmers for a great number
of farm commodities.
So far, over 1000 major wholesale agriculture markets (APMCs) across 18 states and three UTs have been
integrated on eNAM to develop the concept of ‘One nation One market’ for agriculture produce. The online and
transparent bidding system is encouraging farmers to increasingly trade on eNAM. More than 1.69 crore
farmers and 1.55 lakh traders are trading on the platform as registered users. Government has further
announced to integrate 1,000 more mandis in the current Union Budget (2021-22). A massive campaign is
underway to aggregate small, marginal and landless farmers into Farmer Producer Organisations (FPOs) to
enhance economic strength and market linkages.
FPOs will improve the village economy and create job opportunities for the rural youths in the village itself. FPOs
can also trade through eNAM from their Collection Centres without bringing the produce to APMC. Recently,
eNAM has introduced a warehouse based trading module that allows trading based on electronic negotiable
warehouse receipts. Government created a dedicated agri-market infrastructure fund with a corpus of Rs. 2000
crore for development and upgradation of marketing infrastructure at 10,000 garmin agricultural markets and
585 APMCs (2018-19).
The financial support from the fund is helping modernize marketing, processing, storage and ancillary
infrastructure/logistics including better assaying facilities at APMCs. Recently introduced new farm laws (2020)
are intended to help small and marginal farmers (86 per cent of total farmers) who don’t have means to bargain
for their produce to get a better price. The specific law on agri market allows farmers to sell their produce
outside APMC mandis to buyers of their choice. Any interested buyer can purchase farmers' produce even at
their farm gates at mutually agreed prices.
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Farmers will be able to get better prices through competition and cost-cutting on transportation. The new law
on contract with agri-business companies or retailer chains on pre-agreed prices of their produce. Such
contracts will help small and marginal farmers as the new law transfers the risk of market unpredictability from
the farmer to the sponsor. Another law removes some of the major agri-commodities from the list of the
essential commodities, thereby attracting private/foreign direct investment into the agriculture sector.
Other key initiatives to boost rural economy are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Kisan credit card scheme has eased institutional credit facilities to farmers, fishermen and livestock owners
directly enhanced cash-flow in rural markets;
Rs. 40,000 crore stimulus package to MGNREGS for enhancing work opportunities in rural areas;
DDU-GKY is skilling and transforming rural youth into economically relevant force;
Garib Kalyan Rojgar Abhiyan launched in 116 districts of 6 states at a cost of Rs. 50,000 crores to tackle the
reverse migration of workers to their villages; and
Strengthening all-weather road connectivity to unconnected villages under PM Gram Sadak Yojana.

Industries and Enterprises-Wheels of Rural Growth:
Industrial/entrepreneurial activities in rural areas boost the rural economy by providing job opportunities to
local people, offering remunerative prices for local produce and triggering supportive logistical services. Among
various industrial activities, agro-processing/food processing is a sunrise sector, especially in rural areas, with
huge untapped potential. The Ministry of Food processing industries is making all efforts to encourage
investments across the value chain. A comprehensive, ambitious and umbrella scheme, ‘PM Kisan SAMPADA
(Scheme for Agro-marine Processing and Development of Agro-processing clusters) Yojana’ was launched (2017)
with an initial allocation of Rs. 6000 crores for three years.
Through this scheme, the government aims to create modern infrastructure with efficient supply chain
management from farm gate to retail outlet, and link farmers to consumers in the domestic and overseas
markets. ‘SAMPADA’ scheme is supporting creation of mega food parks and agro-processing clusters, especially
in rural areas, to address the need of small and micro food processing enterprises by providing plug and play
facilities. To arrest post-harvest losses of horticulture and non-horticulture produce at farm-gate locations,
financial assistance is being provided for setting up integrated cold chains from the farm gate to the consumer.
So far, the government has sanctioned 37 food parks across the country for funding, of which 21 are operational
and 16 are under implementation.
Dairy, fruits and vegetables, poultry and meat processing, and fisheries are major sectors getting push from
rural areas and villages. A novel ‘One district One product’ scheme is designed to promote value chain and
infrastructure development for the specialized indigenous product (food or otherwise) of a district so that it gets
state/national exposure. The ODOP product could be a perishable Agri-produce, cereal based product, or a food
product widely produced in a district and their allied sector. Under ODOP scheme, 135 district-specific unique
products for 728 districts have been identified across the country for support and promotion.
MSMEs contribute about 30 percent to the national GDP, and contribute about 40 percent to overall exports. As
a step towards ease of doing business, the government revised financial norms for classification of MSME units.
As per new definition, units having investments of less than Rs. 1 crore and turnover less than 5 crore are called
micro enterprise; small enterprise have investment of less than Rs. 10 crore and turnover less than 50 crores;
and units having investment of less than 50 crore and turnover less than 250 crores are defined as medium
enterprises. Recently, the government has introduced a simple, online registration scheme for MSMEs, which is
based on self-certification. Named as Udyam registration, it offers a host of benefits to MSMEs.
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To increase credit flow, an emergency credit line was introduced where special loans are sanctioned to MSMEs
by banks/financial institutions without additional guarantees. During the ongoing pandemic, to further boost
rural economy through MSMEs, the prime minister launched a special CHAMPIONS portal (1st June 2020) for
making their smaller units big by helping and hand holding them. To operate the portal and provide services, a
central control room in New Delhi and 68 state level control rooms have been created which have been
providing every possible support on a local level to MSMEs in the relevant areas, such as finance, market access,
raw materials, permissions, technology upgradation, skill development etc…
The Ministry of MSME is also implementing a ‘Scheme of Fund for Generation of Traditional Industries’ (SFURTI)
to promote clusters of small scale industries especially in rural areas. Traditional artisans are being equipped
with improved skills and capabilities through training and exposure visits. The scheme undertakes three types of
interventions, namely soft, hard and thematic interventions, for the overall improvement and modernization of
SFURTI clusters.
FMCH- Game Changer of Rural Economy:
Fast moving consumer goods (FMCGs) sector is the fourth largest sector in India employing over 3 million
people. This sector primarily consists of 3 segments: household and personal care (50%), food and beverage
(31%) and healthcare (19%). As a result, FMCG products account for nearly 50 per cent of the rural spending.
The growth of rural markets is driven by higher aspirations of the rural population, increased spend capacity,
increased brand awareness arising from media exposure and deep penetration of mobile phones and internet.
Higher production of agricultural commodities, reverse migration during pandemic and increasing employment
rate or other major drivers are fueling growth in the rural market. Government has made some policy
interventions to push up sectoral growth, especially in rural areas. These initiatives include 100 percent approval
of FDI in single-brand retail and 51 percent FDI in multi-brand retail; lower tax regime for FMCG products;
transformation of logistics and warehousing facilities; and expansion of infrastructural facilities for better retail
management.
Consumer durables is another major sector influencing rural markets and rural economy. This sector is broadly
divided into two major categories –brown goods (TV, PC, laptops, digital cameras, etc.) and white goods (AC,
Washing machines, microwaves, etc.). Spectacular growth in the consumer durable market is registered across
the country including rural areas. Easy access to finance, easy EMI schemes have contributed to demand in the
consumer durables sector. Schemes such as direct benefit transfer (DBT), Rupay cards, Kisan credit cards and
the Jan Dhan scheme have improved the financial inclusion set-up in rural areas. Supported by the initiatives of
the government, India’s rural regions are increasingly becoming key economic drivers for the national economy.

2.6 Inclusive, Equitable and Quality Education
Access to quality education that has equity and inclusion at its core becomes crucial in the Indian context
considering the unique nature of its society divided by caste, religion, and language. Education is vital in creating
opportunities and level playing field for all. Therefore, the aim of the education system must be to provide to all
students, irrespective of their place of residence, a quality education system, with particular focus on historically
marginalized, disadvantaged, and underrepresented groups. The Sustainable Development Goal 4 (SDG 4) also
seeks to “ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all”
by 2030.
Post-independence Era
After independence, education was identified as a vital tool for an equitable and just society. Postindependence, our education system has evolved and expanded phenomenally. From a literacy rate of 18
percent in 1951, we have moved up to 73 percent as of 2011.
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Previous Policies and CommissionsTo take into the problems of university education, the University Education Commission was appointed by the
Government of India in 1948 under the chairmanship of Dr. S. Radhakrishan. The Secondary Education
Commission was appointed in 1952 under the chairmanship of Dr. A. Lakshmanswamy Mudaliar. Kothari
education commission was formed on 14 July 1964 under the chairmanship of Dr. Daulat Singh Kothari.
Based on the report and recommendations of the education commission (1964-1966), the government
announced the first National Policy on Education in 1968, which called for a “radical restructuring” and equality
of educational opportunities so that national integration and more cultural economic development can be
achieved. It promoted adoption of broadly uniform educational structure in all parts of the country, i.e. 10+2+3
pattern. The second National Policy on Education (NPE) was adopted by parliament in May 1986.
At the national level, a CABE (Central Advisory Board of Education) committee was set up in July 1991 under the
chairmanship of Shri N. Janardhana Reddy to consider modifications in NPE, i.e. to review educational
development, determine the changes required to improve the system and monitor implementation. This
committee submitted its report in January 1992 which is known as the National Programme of Action, 1992. The
National Educational Policy (NEP), 2020 is the third in the series of national education policies in India and is the
first education policy of the 21st century.
There have been many programmes/schemes to provide targeted interventions and implement the vision of
National Education Policies. Eg. Operation Black Board (OBB), Shiksha Karmi Project (SKP) Andhra Pradesh
Primary Education Project (APPEP), District Primary Education Programme (DPEP) and the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan
(SSA)- the flagship centrally Sponsored Scheme in partnership with state governments for UEE across the
country. The Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan (RMSA) scheme, initiated in 2009, demonstrated the
government’s ambition for a secondary education system that can support India’s growth and development.
Samagra Shiksha aimed to treat education holistically from pre-primary to Sr. secondary and is aligned with SDG
(4) goals.
The most significant event came in the year 2002 with the 86th amendment in the Constitution of India where
in article 21A was inserted to ensure that every child has a right to full time elementary education of satisfactory
and equitable quality in formal school which satisfies certain norms and standards. This subsequently resulted in
passage of the Right of the Children to free and compulsory education (RTE) Act, 2009 which gave a legal
mandate to provide free and compulsory elementary education to every child in the age group of 6-14 years.
India became one of the 135 countries who have made education a fundamental right for every child. The RTE
act has many provisions for ensuring quality, equity, and inclusion in the education system such as notification
of weaker and disadvantaged groups by the appropriate government and reservation of 25 percent seats in
private unaided schools for them, improvement in learning outcomes and continuous and comprehensive
evaluation (CCE). The aim of the education is not limited to cognitive capacities or academic excellence only but
also to ensure social, ethical and emotional capacities and dispositions.
These constant efforts since independence have yielded positive outcomes. As per UDISE 2018-19 (provisional),
the GER for boys and girls of SCs is 104.9 and 107 respectively and for ST boys and girls is 106.6 and 105
respectively at elementary level which is more than the GER of all categories. However, low transition rate from
elementary to secondary level, high drop-out rate at secondary level (17.9 percent as per UDISE 2018-19
provisional) and low learning levels of students as pointed out by many national and international surveys are
challenging factors which are required to be addressed to ensure the quality of education.
There are some crucial areas where the initiatives have been taken in the recent years or are required to be
taken in future--
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1. Emphasis on Early Years: Over 85 percent of a child's cumulative brain development occurs prior to the age
of 6, indicating the critical importance of appropriate care and stimulation of the brain in early years in order
to ensure healthy brain development and growth. Both at Anganwadis and pre-schools, NCERT is preparing a
national curriculum framework which will be adopted/adapted by all. A national mission on foundational
literacy and numeracy is being set up by the Ministry of Education (MoE). The mission will focus on five areas
providing access and retaining children in foundational years of schooling, teacher capacity building,
development of high quality and diversified student and teacher resources/learning materials, and tracking
the progress of each child in achieving learning outcomes.
2. Focus on Learning Outcome: Although RTE act in Section 29 (2) talks about the all-round development of a
child, learning through activities, discoveries and exploration and Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation
(CCE) of child’s ability to understand the knowledge and its application, still in practical rote learning was
promoted. The rules to the RTE act were amended in February, 2017 and for the first time, the class wise
subject wise learning outcomes were delineated till class 8th. The learning outcomes developed by the NCERT
have been adopted/adapted by all states and UTs.
3. Reforms in Teacher Education: Rapid and unplanned growth of teacher education institutions (TEIs) across
the country has affected the quality of teacher education programmes adversely, thereby resulting in poor
quality and lackadaisical attitude of teachers. NEP 2020 took the cognizance of this fact and recommended
various measures to improve this sector. The major recommendations include a four year B.Ed. integrated
programme to become the preferred degree for appointment of teachers, extension of teacher eligibility test
(TET) at all stages from pre-primary to Sr. secondary, formulation of New National Curriculum Framework for
Teacher Education (NCFTE) and NCTE to become part of the higher education commission of India (HECI).
4. Building Capacities of Teachers: The RTE Act, 2009 was amended in 2017 to ensure that all in-service
elementary teachers acquire the minimum qualifications prescribed under the act by 31 st March, 2019.
National initiative to improve learning outcomes at the elementary level through an integrated Teacher
Training Programme called NISHTHA (National Initiative for School Heads and Teachers holistic
advancement) was launched on 21st August, 2019. NISHTHA online for elementary teachers was launched on
6th October, 2020 on DIKSHA platform of NCERT. It includes multiple approaches for interaction i.e., text
modules along with videos, live sessions by national level resource persons on DTH Swayam Prabha TV
channel and interactive voice response system.
5. Revamping Assessments: The exam centric Assessment system has promoted rote learning rather than
higher order thinking skills or critical thinking. The assessment should be aligned with the learning outcomes
and based on assessing competencies.
Providing universal access to quality education is the key to India's continued ascent, and leadership on the
global stage in terms of economic growth, social justice and equality, scientific advancement, national
integration, and cultural preservation as rightfully mentioned in NEP 2020.
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